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In this communication, we will use three kinds of shell models, 
namely i) the traditionnal (static) shell model, which may be either 
spherical or deformed, ii) the boosted shell model, which differs from the 
latter by just boost operations, and iii) a completely new shell model, 
which accounts for intermediate states during transitions. 

Consider a collision A(a,b)B, and the corresponding center-of-mass 
coordinates R^.Rg.Rjj.Rg. We describe the spectroscopic structures of these 
nuclei by static shell model wave functions X iX .X^.Xg, respectively, and 
the initial and final channels by the boosted shell model products 

X - exp(iKRa)Xa exp(-iKRA)XA, X' - expCiK'R^)^ exp^K'Rg ̂  . (1) 

We calculate the multistep transition amplitude X^CX' IV (E+ie-H)"1GVlx>, 
where V and V are the post and prior interactions, and E and H are the 
collision energy and total Harailtonian, respectively. 

It is understood in the following that proper antisymmetry is 
included, hence X and X' are Slater determinants, with the corresponding 
boosted shell model orbitals X,- ,xj , respectively. In the same way, the 
trial functions <£,<£' , which we will introduce for the variational estimate 
of "C, are determinants, with orbitals <P. ,<p! . We will find that these <P,<p' 
make a new model, which we name the transition shell model. 

The details of the formalism have been published elsewhere '. The 
essentials ingredients of the theory are the variational functional 

<X' IV \<P> <*' IVlx> 
F(*,*') - <ti,. |(E+iC-H)14>> ' ( 2 > 

whose stationnary value with respect to <P,«P' provides £, and the 
corresponding generalized Hartree-Fock equations 

(Tl.-h)l<p> = (UH<)S) lx.>, <x! I(u)'+S'Q') - «p '. I(ri.-h), (3) 

where Mi , h, w, W , Q, Q', S, S' are, respectively, a single particle self 
energy, a self consistent Hamiltonian, two self consistent channel 
energies, two particle-hole projectors and two self consistent channel 
average fields. 

The numerical solution of Eqs.(3) is not very easy to obtain, for 
we have to face the usual non linearities of Hartree-Fock fields, and 
furthermore the functional F shows saddle points rather than maxima or 
minima. A sj-giiificant amount of experience has been obtained, however, 
including a surprisingly good approximation to Faddeev equations . We 
report here a critical step in the manipulation of Eqs.(3) in order to 
obtain convergence in the usual iterative algorithm for their solving. 

For this we notice thac, formally, the variation of F leads to an 



equation l<fe>-(E-H)" 'Vlx>. If H splits into a channel Hamiltonian H<, and a. 
prior interaction V, thi auxilliary problem where H - H Q + ^ V , A — «>, provides 
the trivial limit solution l<fc> - lx> for Eqs.(3). It is then easy to reduce 
A to 1 and obtain a smooth extrapolation to the physical solution. 

Among several 3' few-body collisions, we have programmed Eqs.(3) for 
an elastic p-t scattering, governed by a Gaussian two-body local force 

(4) v.. - -V 0 exp (-(rj-rj) 2/!* 2), V Q - 60 MeV, \t - 2 fm. 

The target is described by boosted, spherical shells, 

**. 3 , 4 < r 2 . 3 . * > " " ' 3 M P ' 3 / 2 6 X P R.sV 2 0 Z + ^ . 3 , A V 3 ) , P - 2 fm,<5) 

with a similar formula for the final orbitals X' 2 3 4 boosted by -K'/3- F o r 

the sake of simplicity, we freeze the orbitals in the direction 
perpendicular to the reaction plane defined by the two vectors K,K* . 

We solve Eqs.(3) on an 11x11 mesh in the reaction plane, for many 
energies and angles. The density plot shown on Fig.l is taken from the 
whole atlas we have generated. In all cases, the self consistent <p,<P' show 
very smooth shapes, whose typology is still an open problem. It can be seen 
already at this stage, howeve., that these shapes make smoothly deformed 
shells, without major singularities so far. 

From the form of the functional, Eq.(2), it is seen that the 
amplitude "C is the product of two widths, divided by an energy denominator. 
The interpretation of «f,*' as intermediate states is transparent. Their 
shell aspect thus indicates that there is a whole extension of the shell 
model concept: it not just a convenient picture of bound states, but also 
of transition steps in a collision. 
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